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SUMMARY

Purpose.

The aim of this paper was to describe the CEREC 3 chairside system, providing the clinicians a detailed analysis
of the whole digital workflow. Benefits and limitations of this technology compared with the conventional
prosthetic work-flow were also highlighted and discussed.

Materials and methods.

Clinical procedures (tooth preparation, impression taking, adhesive luting), operational components and their
capabilities as well as restorative materials used with CEREC 3 chairside system were reported.

Results.

The CEREC system has shown many positive aspects that make easier, faster and less expensive the prosthetic
workflow. The operator-dependent errors are minimized compared to the conventional prosthetic protocol.
Furthermore, a better acceptance level for the impression procedure has shown by the patients. The only
drawback could be the subgingival placement of the margins compared with the supra/juxta gingival margins,
since more time was required for the impression taking as well as the adhesive luting phase. The biocopy project
seemed to be the best tool to obtain functionalized surfaces and keep unchanged gnathological data. Material
selection was related to type of restoration.

Conclusions.

The evidence of our clinical practice suggests that CEREC 3 chairside system allows to produce highly aesthetic
and reliable restorations in a single visit, while minimizing costs and patient discomfort during prosthetic
treatment. However improvements in materials and technologies are needed in order to overcome the actual
drawbacks.
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Introduction

The use of computer-aided design computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems in dentistry has
increased dramatically during the last decade thanks to the fast development of digital computer technology.
CAD/CAM approach has been introduced in dentistry as a precise, efficient, accurate and error-free tool to
produce high-quality dental restorations, as opposed to the traditional way of manual manufacture, which is
prone to numerous subjective errors ( ). Nowadays CAD/CAM systems may be categorized as either chairside or
laboratory systems. The first commercially available CAD/CAM system has been CEREC, developed by
Mormann and Brandestini. This chairside system allows the clinicians in private offices to independently design
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and also machine dental ceramic restorations in matter of hours, enabling reconstruction during single visit ( ).

Since its introduction to the dental field in 1985 as the CEREC 1, this system has evolved through a series of
software and hardware upgrades up to the CEREC 3D.

The CEREC 1 allowed for a limited 2-dimensional (2-D) view of the scanned images and was able to fabricate
exclusively inlays for immediate cementation ( ).

The evolution of supportive computer technology over time has led to a three dimensional (3D) design program.
An immediate feedback on the 3D model during the planning phase has made this technology more intuitive and
user friendly, improving quality as well as the clinical work flows of chairside system use.

Furthermore the current CEREC 3 system has expanded the restorative capabilities significantly and can
fabricate inlays, onlays, veneers, crowns, as well as three unit bridges and custom lithium disilicate implant
abutments.

Modern technologies have improved the system performance, but the workflow was not modified. An optical
impression is taken by means a scanning device in order to capture complete detail of the teeth and supporting
soft-tissue structures ( ).

The images of intraorally scanned optical impressions are visualized on the computer monitor in real time and
can then be further processed by the clinician interactively (CAD) ( ). The software allows to mark the margins,
digitally design virtual wax-up proposals of the restoration, adjust occlusal contacts and calibrate the proximal
contact areas. Additional features such as the automatic occlusal adjustment, the virtual articulator and the digital
smile design (DSD) are provided by the last upgrade. The final data are sent to the computer-controlled milling
unit (CAM) for a metal-free monoblock milling. The restoration undergoes a finishing phase (coloring, glazing,
polishing) and is then ready for an adhesive luting.

To our current knowledge, only limited clinical data about CEREC CAD/CAM chairside system have been
reported. It should be noticed that almost 30 years have passed since it was born and the rapid advance of the
technology over this period have made the devices, the materials as well as the dedicated work protocols more
efficient and reliable. However skepticism and a lack of knowledge about this system are still present among
clinicians. The purpose of this paper is to provide a useful evaluation tool, with a detailed description of the
system, highlighting and discussing its potential and its limits.

Materials and methods

Tooth preparation and milling unit capability

The importance of tooth tissue preservation has led to the development of minimal invasive/ultraconservative
dentistry. This concept has been supported by continuous introduction of new metal-free adhesive materials,
which offer clinical reliability due to enhanced physical and mechanical properties ( ). The amount of tooth
reduction depends on the achievement of the right thickness for the prosthetic material ( ). Aesthetics and
structural durability are obtained with minimum thickness, since these materials do not require the presence of a
metal substructure ( ). The clinician is not compelled to sub-gingival margin placement, due to the perfect color
correspondence between the tooth and the restorative material together with the absence of metal edges. A
supra/juxta gingival margin placement is recommended in order to facilitate the tooth exposure and the work
field isolation during the optical impression and the luting procedure, respectively. The use of the adhesive luting
modifies the resistance form (height and width) as well as retention form (convergence angle) of the traditional
preparation guidelines, avoiding weakening the tooth unnecessarily ( ). The preparation features must
correspond primarily to the optical scanner potentiality as well as to the milling machine capabilities, which are
related to the shape and dimension of the milling instruments (step bur 10 for the fitting surface, cylinder pointed
bur for the occlusal surface). Rounded angles should be preferred to tight corners in order to improve load
distribution through the material and avoid stress peaks ( ). Undercut areas as well as small spikes or
irregular surfaces on the preparation margin should be avoided (Figs. 1, 2 A, B, C).
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Figure 1
Lateral view of the initial clinical situation. Tooth N. 16 showed a
substantial loss of structure resulting from caries; tooth N. 15 needed to be
extracted due to a periodontal lesion.

Figure 2 A, B, C
Teeth preparation. Supra-gingival (tooth N. 13) and juxta-gingival (tooth
N. 16) margin placement. A) Lateral view. B) Occlusal view. C) A higher
magnification of the preparation (tooth N. 13).

According to the above, the principles of the tooth preparation for a full crown restoration would provide: a
height not exceeding 10.5 mm, a minimum width of 1.0 mm, a circular minimal round shoulder of 0.8 −1 mm, a
6° convergence angle and a 1.2–1.5 mm occlusal reduction.

Restoration design

The software guides the clinician step by step during the project. The material and the type of restoration (veneer,
inlay, onlay, overlay, crown, bridge, maryland or abutment) can be choose ( ). The software allows to select
between three options for the design of the restoration: bioreference, biocopy or biogeneric. In the bioreference
project, the design of the restoration incorporates the anatomical features of the corresponding contra-lateral
tooth, if it is present. The biocopy project reproduces the anatomy of the tooth before the preparation or the
temporary restoration, in order to keep unchanged aesthetics and function. In the biogeneric project, the software
reads the morphology patient’s dentition to predict the right form and function. The optical impression provides
data of the both arches and those relevant to their occlusal relationship. Once the virtual model is developed, the
clinician can select the insertion axis and mark the margins (Fig. 3 A, B). According to the type of project and the
operator indications, the software generates a restoration (Fig. 4 A, B, C). Several tools allow to perform all the
changes, which are required such as position, shape, proximal and occlusal contacts. Before data are sent to the
milling machine, the software allows to virtually place the restoration into the block material for the best milling
position, which is very useful when multishaded blocks are used.

Figure 3 A, B
CAD model generated by the optical impression. Determination of the
preparation line. A) Screenshot of the lateral view. B) Screenshot of the
occlusal view.

Figure 4 A, B, C
Processing of the bridge in the CAD module. Manual modification of the
size and shape of the connector regions with specific toolbar. A)
Screenshot of the lateral view. B) Screen-shot of the occlusal view. C)
Screenshot of the inter-occlusal relationship. ...

Restorative materials

Innovative materials have been proposed by industry in order to satisfy the increased demand for restorations
which are indistinguishable from the neighboring dentition over time ( ).

Therefore, the first task for such metal-free systems is to provide enhanced aesthetics, but they must also have
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biomechanical features that ensure longevity similar to metal-ceramic restorations.

These materials are fabricated, in ingot form, with reproducible and constant manufacturing processes. The
mechanical and physical properties allow to these materials to be milled rapidly, resist machining damage, be
finished easily (for example, polished, stained or glazed) before placement and be functionally stable.

The lack of metal core provides two benefits: highly aesthetic appearance and minimally-invasive approach.
Metal-free restorations in fact can resemble natural tooth structure in terms of colour and light translucency, since
no light transmission is blocked by the dark substructure ( ). Optical continuity from tooth structure to
restoration is further improved by the bonding mechanism ( ). The second advantage is the conservative
tooth preparation, since the thickness for the metal is no more needed ( ). Nowadays several materials are
available for CEREC chairside system ( ) (Tab. 1).

Table 1
Materials available to use with CEREC chairside system.

Lithium disilicate

IPS e.max CAD (Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein) is a lithium disilicate glass-ceramic for
CAD/CAM applications, the blocks are produced by massive casting of transparent glass ingots, a continuous
manufacturing process based on glass technology is utilized to prevent the formation of defects (pores,
accumulation of pigments and so forth) in the bulk of the ingot. Partial crystallization process leads to a
formation of lithium metasilicate (Li2SiO3) crystal, which are responsible for the material’s optimal processing
properties, edge stability, and relatively high strength (Fig. 5 A, B). After the milling procedure, the restorations
are tempered and lithium disilicate crystals are formed, which impart the ceramic object with desired high
strength (Fig. 5 C). A 2010 study by Guess et al. tested monolithic CAD/CAM lithium disilicate and hand layer-
veneered zirconia all-ceramic crowns and found that using IPS e.max CAD resulted in fatigue resistant crowns,
while hand layer veneered zirconia crowns revealed early veneer failures ( ).

Figure 5 A, B, C
A) The IPS e.max CAD block was milled in the “blue,” softer state. This
allows the milling unit to mill this material without too much effort. B)
After milling, the crown was customized using laboratory burs and was
stained and glazed. ...

Leucite glass-ceramic

Pro CAD was the first available leucite-reinforced glass-ceramic CAD/CAM block ( ). To date it has been
replaced to the current IPS Empress CAD (Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein), that is a leucite glass-
ceramic of the SiO2-Al2-O3-K2O material systems with leucite crystal ranging from 5 to 10 µm in size ( ). The
leucite crystals increase the material strength and slow down or deflect crack propagation, while the crystalline
phase absorbs fracture energy. During the block production, the powder is pressed automatically in order to
obtain maximum homogeneity. The difference in the thermal expansion coefficient between the glass phase and
the crystalline phase, as well as the cooling process following sintering phase, improve resistance and flexural
strength (160 Mpa).

Paradigm C (3M ESPE AG, Seefeld, Germany) is a glass ceramic block made out of a two phase leucite ceramic
available in six different classic shades (A1, A2, A3, A3.5, B3, Bleach) and is provided in five different block
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sizes. Leucite crystals (approximately 30% ± 5%) are generated within the blocks after a special heat treatment
process. Therefore, any further crystallization step is not needed.

Feldspathic ceramic

VITABLOCS Mark II (VITA Zahnfabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany) is a monocromatic feldspathic ceramic and
its abrasion coefficient is fully comparable to the tooth enamel. It is recommended for inlays, onlays, veneers,
posterior and anterior crowns. This feldspathic ceramic is now also available as TriLuxe and TriLuxe Forte,
which are made of three and four layers with different shade intensity respectively. These multi-layer blocks
assure restorations featuring natural shade transition. The most recent material developed is the VITABLOCS
RealLife, which is recommended for highly aesthetic anterior restorations, due to its dentine core and enamel
coat. This feature mimics the curved shade transitions between dentine and incisal edge according to natural
tooth structure. The same features are also provided by another material, which is called Cerec block (Sirona,
Bensheim, Germany).

Hybrid ceramic

ENAMIC (VITA Zahnfabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany) is a newly-developed hybrid material that combines the
positive characteristics of proven ceramic materials with those of the composite materials. The pores in the
structure-sintered ceramic matrix are filled with a polymer material. The mass percentage is 86 wt% and 14 wt%
for the inorganic ceramic part and the organic polymer part respectively. This material combination increases
fracture strength and CAD/CAM handling compared with traditional ceramics.

Lava Ultimate (3M ESPE AG, Seefeld, Germany) is a resin nanoceramic, which is made of nanoceramic
components (approx. 80%) embedded in a polimer matrix at elevated polymerization. This innovative material
can be characterized and repaired by methacrylate based light curing both intraorally that extraorally.

Resins

Paradigm MZ 100 (3M/ESPE AG, Seefeld, Germany) is a definitive, aesthetic and radiopaque material, that
under optimized process conditions, assures a deep cure due to a high degree of crosslinking. This process
improves physical properties and clinical performance.

Telio CAD (Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein) are cross-linked PMMA blocks for the fabrication of
long-term temporaries (max 12 months). In addition stains and/or layering materials are provided to achieve final
aesthetic optimizations.

CAD Temp (VITA Zahnfabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany) block consists of a fiber-free and cross-linked acrylate
polymer with microparticle filler, that is called MRP (microfiller reinforced poliacrylic). Inorganic microfillers
are polymerised into the network and a completely homogeneous, methyl-methacrylate free material is obtained
in order to increase material quality and abrasion resistance in long term temporaries.

Lithium silicate with zirconia

Suprinty (VITA Zahnfabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany) is a lithium silicate ceramic (ZLS) enriched with zirconia
(approx. 10 wt%). This new glass ceramic features a special fine-grained and homogeneous structure, which
guarantees excellent material quality and consistent high load capacity. Thanks to the excellent translucency,
fluorescence and opalescence of this new glass ceramic material, VITA SUPRINITY provides excellent aesthetic
properties.

Celtra Duo (Dentsply, PA, U.S.) is another zirconia-reinforced lithium silicate (ZLS). This material exhibits
increased flexural strength and chameleon-like aesthetics compared with lithium disilicate. After the milling
process restorations are yet correctly shaded, with no additional crystallization step required.

Adhesive luting

Adhesive cementation has been clinically proven to be a suitable procedure for the permanent seating of indirect
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restorations, but a restricted protocol must be used by the clinician ( ). A careful isolation by means rubber dam
and retraction cords is required in order to maximize the predictability of the adhesive luting process. After the
temporary restoration has been removed, the cavity or the prepared tooth needs to be cleaned. Subsequently, the
restoration can be tried in e.g. using a try-in paste. After try-in, the bonding surfaces of the restorations require
cleaning again prior to pre-treating or conditioning them with suitable agents in order to create significant bond
strength between tooth structure and restorations. Contamination of restoration surfaces is unavoidable during the
milling process as well as the tryin. In fact, during milling, the work area is flooded by a cooling liquid which is
typically 90 to 95% water and 5 to 10% machine coolant (lubricating oils, greases and metal particulates). During
the try-in, restoration surfaces are contaminated by saliva proteins and lipids ( ). Among various cleaning
materials and/or procedures (water, isopropanol, phosphoric acid or corundum blasting), the most reliable seems
to be an alkaline suspension of zirconium oxide particles (Ivoclean, Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein).
This cleaning paste provides for effectively cleaning saliva-contaminated bonding surfaces of restorations and its
universal indication makes it possible for use in dental restorative materials including glass ceramics, zirconium
oxide ceramics, aluminum oxide ceramics, precious metal alloys, base metal alloys and lab-fabricated composite
restorations. Thus following try-in of the restoration, water spray is used to thoroughly rinse the restoration,
which is then dried with oil-free air and a layer of the cleaning paste is applied to the entire bonding surface of
the restoration. After 20 seconds the restoration is then thoroughly rinsed using water spray and dried with oil-
free air. The restoration surface is etched with hydrofluoric acid in order to create a micro-retentive etching
pattern, which enlarges the bonding surface and then placed in the ultrasonic bath before the silanization ( ).
The tooth surface is sandblasted in order to create a micro porosity and an adhesive system is applied ( ).
Finally the luting agent is applied and the restoration is seated on the preparation (Fig. 6 A, B, C). The residual
cement is removed and the polymerization can be performed (Fig. 7 A, B). Most of dual curing cements can be
used with metal-free restoration, however, depending on the restoration thickness, a light curing composite can
be also used ( ).

Figure 6 A, B, C
Placement of the lithium disilicate bridge after try-in. Only limited
adjustments were needed prior to adhesive luting. A) Lateral view. B)
Occlusal view. C) Inter-occlusal relationship.

Figure 7 A, B
Monolithic CAD/CAM lithium disilicate glass-ceramic bridge (IPS e.max
CAD, Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein) at the one-year recall.
The perfect soft and hard tissue integration made the restoration
indistinguishable from the neighboring dentition ...

Results

Table 2 shows the benefits and the potential drawbacks of the chairside system. Each step of the clinical
workflow as well as the devices and their capabilities were analyzed.

Table 2
Benefits and drawbacks of the chairside system.

Discussion

CAD/CAM dentistry has evolved from its rudimentary beginnings to a viable chairside technology that allows
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the clinicians to treat patients in a single visit, without need of a second appointment ( ). Sirona CEREC
chairside CAD/CAM system has spread slowly, but continuously between clinicians around the world since its
introduction. Certainly the approach with a new technology and its learning curve, costs, the limited number of
dedicated materials as well as the range of uses, the lack of long-term follow-up have made dentists skeptical and
suspicious of this system. However, clinicians have had to face the increasing demands of patients for fast, highly
aesthetic and minimally invasive treatments. Thanks to technological developments of the last three decades, the
initial limits of the chairside system have been overcome. To date it is faster, more intuitive and user friendly ( ).
The range of restorative solutions is expanded and covers most of clinical needs. New materials are daily
developed and supplied by material manufacturers, which have increased their research, since they have noticed
the potential profit, as the number of CEREC users has grown ( ). The accuracy in acquisition and milling
processes, is constantly improved through continuous software and hardware upgrades and several in vitro
studies as well as clinical long-term in vivo evaluations have been reported in literature, in order to confirm the
reliability of this technology ( ). With almost 40,000 users worldwide, today this system could and
should be considered a viable alternative to traditional procedures. The experience gained in our clinical practice
allowed for a careful evaluation of the CEREC system and a comparison of each step of its workflow (Tab. 3)
with the traditional procedures.

Table 3
Cerec Chairside Workflow.

A correct prosthetic rehabilitation always starts from a correct diagnosis. In this paper, the following operative
steps have been analyzed: tooth preparation, impression taking, digital design of the restoration, restoration
production and luting procedure.

The preparation design is closely dependent on the type restoration and restorative material, the capabilities of
the milling machine and the type of cementation. The lack of a metal core and the adhesive luting procedure
positively affect the amount of tooth reduction, which led to several benefits for both the prosthodontist and the
patient. In fact, even though the traditional prosthetic criteria (retention and resistance forms) are still the same,
as suggested by the manufacturer, the preparations may be more conservative ( ) decreasing risk of pulpal
necrosis. Indeed, the use of materials that can be adhesively bonded to the tooth could make the preparation
easier and faster compared with the traditional one. High retention provided by the high bonding value between
tooth and restoration allows to compensate the lack of operator skill when ideal height, width and taper of the
preparation are not achieved ( ).

The reduced thickness of the restorative material and its enhanced aesthetics, allow to keep supra/juxta gingival
margins, facilitating plaque removal for the patient ( ) and impression and luting procedures for the clinician.
Furthermore such margin depth avoids to hurt the soft tissue and the gingival growth on the finish line. Hence the
traditional 21 day healing period and the tissue conditioning by the temporary restoration may be avoided. The
lack of the provisional reduces the risk of pulpal stress and/or dentinal tubules contamination, whenever it is
removed, due to excessive cleaning, drying or trauma ( ). The risk for gingival irritation, due to difficulty in
cleaning and maintenance the provisional, may be minimized ( ).

As discussed above, a sub-gingival positioning of the margin could represent a limit for this system and the
related materials. During impression a perfect displacement of the gingival tissue must be achieved, in order to
place them away from the preparation margins and allow the optical scanner to capture all details ( ). The
traditional impression techniques exploit the impression material viscosity to further displace gingival tissues and
read slightly covered surfaces (by gingiva, retraction cords or fluids). The optical scanner can detect only what is
visible ( ).

Furthermore, a perfect isolation of the operative field with a careful control of gingival hemorrhage and sulcular
fluids is mandatory, due to the adhesive nature of the luting agents. Consequently, the use of temporary
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restorations may be suggested with sub-gingival margins, also when a single visit restoration is planned.

Digital impressions have the potential to be faster and easier than conventional impressions. Half-arch
impressions takes 40 seconds while full-arch impressions take two minutes. The absence of the impression
material results in a better acceptance of the procedure by the patient and in a cost reduction for the clinician ( ).
According to our experience as well as for the issues discussed above, preparation featuring subgingival margin
might be difficult to read with optical scanner. In such cases traditional impression still represents the gold
standard technique ( ). Alternatively, margins could be relocated in a more coronally position, a surgical
exposition as well as clinical crown lengthening may be performed before digital impression ( ). The 3D
interface and the digital design of the restoration leads to many benefits ( ). It allows the clinician to immediately
evaluate the preparation, perform prompt correction if needed and take a new impression, limited to the changed
areas ( ).

According to opposing arch, muscle-skeletal relation, restorative material, type of restoration and occlusal
pattern, extension and pressure of the occlusal contact as well as the proximal contact areas may be chosen with
high accuracy ( ). This leads to a time saving for the restoration setting, since minimal adjustments are
required. Although newest software allows to exploit the virtual articulator features, gnathological data (centric
and eccentric contacts) which would enhance the prosthetic functionalization of the restoration, could be
approximate ( ). Certainly a biocopy project, which reproduces the anatomy of the tooth before the preparation
or the temporary restoration, represents the best tool to obtain functionalized surfaces of the new restoration.

A wide selection of different materials is available for CEREC chairside system as shown in Table 1 ( ). All
these materials are produced with constant manufacturing processes which give high quality standardization ( ).
Mechanical and physical properties of these new machinable materials, such as fracture load, wear, marginal
deterioration, and color stability have been improved during last years ( ).

Besides the obvious advantages that these materials offer such as aesthetic appearance, biocompatibility and
durability, such materials also present with some disadvantages. All-ceramic restorations are prone to brittle
fracture and abrasive wear of the opposing natural teeth while composite resin restorations are prone to wear,
deterioration of surface finish, discoloration, fractures and color instability ( ).

The long term success of the restoration is affected by the material selection. The clinical application of the
material should be carefully evaluated, since some of the available materials do not cover all the restorative
needs, preferring the restoration of small size (inlay, onlay, etc.). Regarding the luting procedure it should be
noted that all materials and related techniques may be used. However, several studies reported that silanization
and cementation using adhesive luting resins improved the mechanical properties of teeth as well as definitive
restorations compared to non-adhesive cementation ( ). Clinical experience suggests that the fracture rate of
ceramic restorations decreases if the restorations are bonded with resin-based luting agents rather than cemented
using zinc phosphate or conventional glass ionomer cements.

The adhesive luting requires a careful isolation, which ensures optimal fluid control and maximizes the
predictability of procedure. Optimal luting conditions are difficult to obtain with subgingival preparations, as
well as an effective removal of cement excess from the margins. Certainly the wide range of cement shades
according to tooth and restorative material colours is a clear benefit for the aesthetic appearance enhancement
with both supra-gingival and subgingival placement of the margins ( ). Restorations can be more easily
“integrated” with tooth structure, since the bonding mechanism can establish optical continuity from tooth
structure to restoration.

As described above the chairside system evaluated in this paper seems to be a viable alternative to traditional
procedures. Savings in time and labor may lead to potential cost reduction, improving quality and patient
acceptance. As a new technology, the clinician needs to spend time and money on training. Furthermore
clinicians without a large enough volume of restorations will have a difficult time making their investment pay
off.
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Conclusions

The evidence of our clinical practice suggests that CEREC chairside system is a useful tool for the clinician. The
digital impression, the design software and the milling unit in the same office allow to produce highly aesthetic
and reliable restorations in a single visit, while improving patient acceptance for the procedures. Both time and
costs are reduced. Supra and juxta gingival margins seem to represent the ideal situation in order to exploit the
full potentiality of the system. Material selection is still related to type of restoration. Further improvements in
materials and technologies are needed in order to overcome the actual drawbacks.
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